Volvo
Trucks
conducts
Fuel
Watch
2014
Good driving delivers
good fuel efficiency

Volvo trucks India
recently conducted
Fuel Watch 2014, a
competition for fleet
customers highlighting the importance
of good driving practices to improve
fuel efficiency and reduce costs. The
fifth instalment of the annual event
was conducted on June 12 and 13 at
a coal mining site in Manuguru, near
Kothagudem in Telangana. After the
preliminary selection, a group of 24
truck drivers were taken
to the site and allowed
to drive the Volvo FMX
truck with a manual
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transmission on a 3.3-kilometre
track. The participants drove four
laps of which two had them lugging
full loads. R Satyanarayana of BGR
Mining & Infra won the competition
and managed 18 per cent better fuel
efficiency compared to the driver in last
place. He was followed by J Sampath
Raju of SV Engineering Constructions
and Sudharshan Dhal of Montecarlo
Limited. The winners were declared by
examining fuel consumption, use of the
engine and

Super XUV legislated out of
MARUTI Suzuki Dakshin Dare

Vehicles above 1600cc barred from participating in the annual rally
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Set to commence in
August, the Maruti Suzuki
Dakshin Dare rally will not
see Mahindra’s XUV500
participating, as a regulations prohibit
vehicles with over 1600cc capacity from
taking part. The third largest rally-raid
in India after the Raid de Himalaya
and Desert Storm, will only have two
categories: 1001cc to 1400cc and 1400cc
to 1600cc.
Mahindra has been kicking up a storm
with its XUV500 in Indian motorsport,
with drivers like APRC champion Gaurav
Gill dominating the Dakshin Dare last
year and Sunny Sidhu winning the Desert
Storm rally by 22 minutes. Event organiser
Jaidas Menon, of Motorsport commented,
“During the past years we have seen
that the event doesn’t attract too many
entries in the Ultimate Class, as people
think that they travel too far only to be
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beaten by competitors in bigger cars. This
discourages entrants so we put this rule in
place to ensure that we can get
more participation.”
The rally-raid format is punishing for
vehicles, and only SUVs can survive at
competition pace. With a 1600cc cap
on participation, it appears that only
the Maruti Gypsy (at 1300cc) will remain
competitive. While cars participate in the
Dare, they’re generally not considered
podium contenders.
Team Principal of Mahindra
Adventure, Bijoy Kumar, commented
on the regulations: “We are still
investigating and figuring out what
the ramifications are for the sport.
As of now of course, Mahindra cannot
participate. If it had to come to
this, it is better to make it a singlemanufacturer event and be done
with it.” L

transmission, time taken for the run
and accuracy in following the rules
along with their attitude towards
safety norms.
The trucks had an electronic
management system that records
trip data and fuel consumption. The
process was closely monitored with
and information was recorded without
human intervention to aid accuracy.
The competition was held under the
supervision of the Volvo Driver Training
Centre which has trained over 50,000
drivers so far. The winner of Fuel Watch
2014 will now compete in the Asia Fuel
Watch competition. L

